Election Fraud Facts & Details

Supporting Files for all items listed can be found at the following URL:
https://www.dropbox.com/s/6erroei8ti11hdv/Supporting%20Files.zip?dl=0

1 FOREIGN INFLUENCE & NATIONAL SECURITY CONCERNS IN US ELECTIONS

1.1 The core software utilized by Dominion, the 2nd largest US voting machine vendor, originates from intellectual property of Smartmatic; a company that was founded in communist Venezuela with links to Chavez.
   A. Smartmatic Ties to Hugo Chávez Warned About in 2006
   B. SmartMatic Sells Sequoia Voting Systems to US Holding Company After CFIUS Probe
   C. Sequoia Admits that while they can change the source code (e.g. Software), Smartmatic still owns the intellectual property of the software.
   D. Dominion Buys Sequoia from Smartmatic and Diebold from ES&S

1.2 ES&S, Dominion, and Hart Intercivic represent 92% of voting machine market and have a long history of significant security vulnerabilities that could be exploited by a nation state in ways that would be difficult to detect.
   E. Map - Voting Machine Usage in the US
   F. Defcon 27 - Voting Machine Hacking Village - Vulnerability Report
   H. History of ES&S and Diebold (Now Dominion) Vulnerabilities and Voting Inconsistencies
   I. Antrim-Michigan-Forensics-Report-121320-v2-Redacted

1.3 An affidavit and scholarly statistical paper attest to Smartmatic rigging Venezuelan elections. Smartmatic has also been accused of rigging elections in the Philippines and India
   J. Venezuela Smartmatic Affidavit
   L. Smartmatic Voting Technology Firm Linked to Alleged Fraud in Elections in Philippines, Venezuela
   M. After US, Here Is How Smartmatic Is Planning To Rig Indian Elections

1.4 Staple Street Capital, the parent organization for Dominion Voting Systems, sells to UBS Securities LLC for 400M.
   A. SEC - EDGAR Filing Documents - Series D Sale to UBS Securities LLC for 400M
1.5 UBS Securities LLC, owner of Staple Street Capital had a 30% Chinese Board of Directors with Dominion Voting Systems intellectual property held in collateral by the Hong Kong Shanghai Business Corporation, People's Republic of China.

B. UBS Securities LLC - Company Profile and News

C. Dominion Voting Systems Patents Given In 2019 To Chinese Bank For Collateral

1.6 Staple Street Capital’s parent organization, US Based UBS Securities LLC shared chinese board of director members with Chinese controlled UBS Securities LTD CO, up until early December 2020 when board members rotated off the board; presumably for optics.

D. UBS Securities LLC - Company Profile and News

1.7 Dominion VP of Engineering, Eric Coomer has had anti-USA, anti-police, anti-Trump and pro-Antifa statements on his Facebook, has public testimony of how electronic voting machines can be bypassed; and is quoted as having said, "Don’t worry about the election, Trump is not going to win, I made f***ing sure of that.”

E. Michelle Malkin – Eric Coomer Expose - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dh1X4s9HuLo

F. Eric Coomer Explains how to Bypass Voting Machine Controls - https://twitter.com/hppyjesusfreak/status/1330786115830247425

1.8 Chinese goals in 1963 to take over American without firing a shot, entered in Congressional Records included, “15. Capture one or both of the political parties”, “20. Infiltrate the press”, “21. Gain Control of Key Positions in radio, TV, and Motion Pictures” and many other relevant topics to current happenings.


1.9 Multiple CISA reports exist identifying foreign interference and Election Systems in November 2020.

H. Iranian Advanced Persistent Threat Actors Threaten Election-Related Systems

I. APT Actors Chaining Vulnerabilities Against SLTT, Critical Infrastructure, and Elections Organizations

2 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

2.1 Statistical Analysis by multiple mathematicians indicate massive fraud occurred.

J. Dr. Shiva – Affidavit explains weighted race algorithm

K. Quinell & Stanley - Affidavit A

L. 2020 Presidential Election Startling Vote Spikes

M. Keshel - Affidavit
3 DIGITAL FRAUD

3.1 Analysis of DeKalb county showed a “weighted race” Algorithm Suggesting a Consistent and Automated Motification of Vote Totals transferring 48,000 votes in Favor of Biden.

N. Dr. Shiva – Affidavit explains weighted race algorithm

3.2 Ballots were run through the scanners multiple times, counting the votes each time that these went through.

O. The same batch of ballots being scanned 5 times in a row in Fulton County, Georgia

P. Melissa Carone, MI – Affidavit

Q. Duplicate Scanner – Affidavit

3.3 Fulton County Video stating that 79.7% of ballots needed to be adjudicated, indicating the system was significantly misconfigured.

R. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lc- K9S0Do4